To whom it may concern,

My name is Michael Langer and I am an Illinois Law Enforcement officer with over 20 years of
experience, 10 years as a patrol officer, and 10 years in investigations. Approximately a year ago I was
made aware of a company named Clear Armor by owner/CEO Dave Trudeau. Upon completing initial
research of the company and it's products I was very impressed with the safety and security benefits.
I have been fortunate enough to recently witness 3 demonstrations which has solidified my belief that
Clear Armor provides products that are like no other in the industry.
On 02/23/13 I was present for a ballistic demonstration at the Outdoorsman Shooting Range in
Winthrop Harbor, IL. The demonstration consisted of a 3ft x 5ft section of ½ inch thick glass with 2
layers of SL14, one Clear Armor's premier products. I witnessed 8 shots fired at that section of glass.
The rounds varied from .38 caliber, 9mm, .40 cal, 45 cal, and up to 357 magnum. All shots were fired
from approximately 10 to 12 yds away. I was thoroughly impressed to view the section of glass to be
intact minus small holes created by the actual bullet and some cracking. The more amazing fact was
that none of the rounds penetrated through the SL14 product. I photographed the results for my own
accord. It is without a doubt that Clear Armor can provide life saving safety and security to any
building or vehicle.
On 04/07/13 I was present for a smash demonstration at a religious center in Northbrook, IL. The
demonstration consisted of a 2ft x 2ft section of ¼ inch thick glass with 1 layer of SL14 on each side. I
witnessed multiple people attempt to shatter the section of glass using several different weapons. The
glass was able to withstand multiple strikes from aluminum baseball bats, PR24 police batons, and a
collapsible metal ASP police baton. It should be noted that the ASP baton bent with the first violent
strike. I also photographed the ASP damage for my own accord. It is evident that Clear Armor can
provide smash resistant security to any window or door.
On 08/03/13 I was present for a ballistic demonstation held at the Clark Co. Sheriff Gun Range in
Jeffersonville, IN. The demonstration consisted of the same format as the ballistic demo I observed on
02/23/13, but an additional handgun round of a .44 Magnum, and shotgun slug rounds. I am continuely
amazed by the effectiveness of Clear Armor's SL14 product. Upon firing 8 different handgun rounds
ranging from .38 caliber to .357, 2 rounds of .44 Magnum amd 2 shotgun slug rounds were fired on that
same sheet of 3 ft x 5 ft all of which were stopped by the SL14 product. The section of glass was later
spun around and range targert was placed behind it to show the ability to effectively fire through the
glass from the inside. An additional 3/16th thick sheet of glass with 5 layers of ASLX and 1 layer of
SL14 was also fired upon. The 3/16th section effectively stopped a .9mm, .40, and .45 caliber rounds
from penetrating.
In closing, Clear Armor has multiple products that can be a great asset to the Law Enforcement
community, schools, businesses, and private homes throughout the country.
Respectfully,
Michael Langer
(847) 530-4921

